Yale Film Archive is now on Letterboxd

December 2, 2021

The Yale Film archive has joined [Letterboxd](https://letterboxd.com/yalefilmarchive/) [1], a social networking site for people who love film. For us, it is home to a treasure trove of articles, lists, and reviews that document the rich history of film preservation, education, and appreciation at Yale. Explore our [Letterboxd page](https://letterboxd.com/yalefilmarchive/) [1] to find lists devoted to screenings at Yale as far back as the 1940s, records of student film societies that have come and gone, articles about the work of the Archive, and stories about films that were crucial to the Archive’s founding. In short, our new Letterboxd page reflects a history of the presentation and preservation of film at Yale. We hope you’ll take a look, film fans! [letterboxd.com/yalefilmarchive](http://letterboxd.com/yalefilmarchive?fbclid=IwAR2UEV29Y3fxY1SAlZ5eEv_kZS8keyN8LsLdPOcVUMTF0bVFrPaUKUSLUsKw) [2]
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